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Abstrat
Quantum groups were invented largely to provide solutions of the
Yang-Baxter equation and hene solvable models in 2-dimensional sta-
tistial mehanis and one-dimensional quantum mehanis. They
have been hugely suessful. But not all Yang-Baxter solutions t
into the framework of quantum groups. We shall explain how other
mathematial strutures, espeially subfators, provide a language and
examples for solvable models. The prevalene of the Connes tensor
produt of Hilbert spaes over von Neumann algebras leads us to speu-
late onerning its potential role in desribing entangled or interating
quantum systems.
∗
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1 The representations of SU(2)
Sine SU(2) is ompat, any ontinuous representation on Hilbert
spae is unitarizable and the diret sum of a family of irreuible repre-
sentations, all of whih are nite dimensional. The irreduible unitary
representations (heneforth alled irreps) are easy to lassify. There
is exatly one of eah dimension n whih is often written n = 2j + 1
where j is the spin of the representation. Let Vj be the vetor spae
of the spin j irrep. Expliitly, Vj an be onstruted from the identity
representation on C
2
as the symmetri algebra of C
2
. That is to say
that SU(2) ats on homogeneous polynomials of two variables x and
y of degree 2j + 1 by extending the ation x 7→ ax+ by, y 7→ cx+ dy
for a matrix
(
a b
c d
)
in SU(2).
1.1 Clebsh-Gordon rules
The tensor produt deomposition for the irreps of SU(2) is known as
the Clebsh-Gordon rule and is simply the following:
Vj ⊗ Vk = ⊕j+ki=|j−k|Vi
where the equation is as SU(2)-modules and i goes in steps of 1. This
deomposition is easy to prove. Observe that the irle sugroup of
diagonal matries
(
eiθ 0
0 e−iθ
)
ats in Vj by diagonal matries with
respet to the basis of monomials with eigenvalues {z2j , z2j−2, ..., z−2j}
(where z = eiθ. These eigenvalues are the weights of the represen-
tation. It is lear then that Vj ⊗ Vk has highest weight z2j+2k with
multipliity one so there is exatly one opy of Vj+k. Orthogonal to it
we see the weight z2j−2 with multipliity one. Continuing in this way
we are done.
When k = 2 the Clebsh-Gordon rules say that Vj⊗V1/2 = Vj+1/2⊕
Vj−1/2. Sine any irrep is ontained in a tensor power of V1/2 one may
show that this rule alone sues to determine all the Clebsh-Gordon
rules. We may represent this rule graphially as follows:
X O o o o o
Here the verties of the graph, known as A∞, represent the irreps
of SU(2) and an edge between two verties means that the irrep of
one is ontained in the tensor produt of the other with V1/2. This
proedure for assoiating graphs with the irreps of an objet, with one
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privileged one, is obviously quite general and we will use it without
further explanation below. Note that if there were multipliity in the
deomposition, one would use multiple edges in the graph.
1.2 Deomposition of the tensor powers of ir-
reps.
If pi is a representation of the group G on the vetor spae V , one
looks rst for proper subspaes of V whih are invariant under pig for
all g ∈ G. If V is a Hilbert spae and pi is unitary it is natural to
ask that the subspae be losed, hene also a Hilbert spae. Moreover
losed subspaes of Hilbert spae are the same as projetion operators-
ontinuous linear maps p : H → H with
p = p∗ and p2 = p.
To say that the subspae is invariant is the same as saying that the
orresponding projetion ommutes with pig for all g ∈ G. Thus the
various ways in whih a unitary representation deomposes are de-
sribed entirely by projetions that ommute with the group. But the
set of all ontinuous operators whih ommute with the group has the
struture of an algebra to whih many more tehniques an be brought
to bear than on the set of its projetions. Indeed we have just given one
of the equivalent denitions of a von Neumann algebra, namely the
algebra of operators ommuting with a unitary group representation.
If pi is any representation of any group G on the vetor spae V ,
there is always a anonial algebra of linear transformations of ⊗kV
ommuting with⊗kpi. That is the algebra generated by the permuation
group Sk ating by permuting the various tensor produt omponents
(i.e. if σ is a permutation then σ(v1⊗v2⊗...⊗vk) = vσ(1)⊗vσ(2)⊗....⊗
vσ(k)  or is it σ
−1
?...). Sine the permutation group is generated by
its transpositions, this algebra is generated by S12, S23, ...S(k−2)(k−1)
where S : V ⊗V → V ⊗V is the map S(v⊗w) = w⊗v, and for the rest
of this paper we make the onvention that if R : V ⊗V → V ⊗V is any
linear map then for 1 ≤ i ≤ k−1 the linear map Ri(i+1) : ⊗kV → ⊗kV
is dened by
Ri(i+1)(v1 ⊗ v2 ⊗ ...vi ⊗ vi+1...⊗ vk) = v1 ⊗ v2 ⊗ ...R(vi ⊗ vi+1)...⊗ vk
Thus one may deompose the tensor powers of pi aording to the
irreps of the symmetri group by projeting on to the subspae of
vetors (the so-alled isotypial omponent) of vetors that transform
aording to that representation of Sk. Thus the symmetri powers of
pi are given by the trivial irrep and the antisymmetri powers by the
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parity irrep. It is a well known result, sometimes alled Shur-Weyl
duality, that if V = Cn and G = SU(n) then the algbebra generated
by Sk is in fat the algebra of all operators ommuting with G.
2 The MKay orrespondene
This is a relation between losed subgroups of SU(2) and the extended
Coxeter-Dynkin diagrams A˜, D˜, E˜ A˜−∞,+∞ and D˜∞ drawn below (and
of ourse A∞ drawn above).
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Let us start with the ase of a nite subgroup G. By passing
to the quotient SO(3) we see that G is the double over of either
a yli group, a dihedral group or the symmetry group of one of
the Platoni solids-the tetrahedron, ube/otahedron and the iosahe-
dron/dodeahedron. We now form a graph for G as we did for SU(2)
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in 1.1. The verties of the graph are the set of irreps of G and there
are k edges between two irreps if the tensor produt of one by the two
dimensional identity representation of G ontains k opies of the other.
(In fat no multipliity higher than one ours here.) The MKay or-
respondene asserts that the graph obtained is neessarily an extended
Coxeter-Dynkin diagram aording to the following sheme.
A˜n ↔ Cyli Group
D˜n ↔ Dihedral Group
E˜6 ↔ Tetrahedral Group
E˜7 ↔ Cube/Otahedron Group
E˜8 ↔ Iosahedral/Dodeahedral Group
There are three innite losed subgroups of SU(2). They are SU(2)
itself, the irle group T and the innite dihedral group T⋊Z/2Z. They
orrespond to the diagrams A∞, A−∞,∞ and D∞ respetively. Here
A∞ is the graph of the Clebsh-Gordon rules for SU(2) and A−∞,∞
and D∞ are as above.
For the lovers of the empty set we must mention the trivial group
onsisiting of the identity element. It has one irreduible representa-
tion whih, on tensoring with the identity representation gives 2 opies
of itself. So the graph of the MKay orrespondene ould be taken
as the graph with one vertex and two edges onneting that vertex to
itself...
The yli group Z/nZ ase requires a ertain amount of are as
the representation is not irreduible so orresponds atually to both
verties on the graph adjaent to the trivial representation. The yli
groups exist as honest subgroups of SU(2) and as suh they give rise
to A˜n's. As subgroups of SO(3) they are double overed in passing to
SU(2) and what happens depends on the parity of n. We leave the
somewhat onfusing details as an exerise.
The guiding light here is that the graph must somehow be made
up from extended ADE diagrams as there is a third ingredient of the
MKay orrespondene whih is to p × q matries with non-negative
integer entries whose norm is equal to 2. (The norm of a matrix Λ is
the largest strething fator for unit vetors, or alternatively the square
root of the largest eigenvalue of ΛTΛ.) In this orrespondene one takes
a bipartite graph with n verties, with disjoint vertex subsets X and
Y not onneted to themselves, but n = #(X)+#(Y ), and onstruts
the matrix with olumns labelled by X and rows labelled by Y . Under
ertain irreduibility assumptions, if the resulting matrix has norm 2,
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the graph has to be an extended ADE graph.The importane of norm
2 is explained as follows. From A form the square matrix
Ω =
(
0 Λ
ΛT 0
)
(whih is atually the adjaeny matrix of the graph in the usual sense).
The norm of Ω is the same as that of Λ and the Perron Frobenius
theorem on matries with non-negative entries implies that the norm
of Ω is the eigenvalue of the unique eigenvetor with positive entries. It
sues to exhibit suh a vetor (whose representation theoreti nature
we will desribe) for the ADE diagrams to show they have norm 2.
In the other diretion one may see an a priori onnetion with root
systems for Lie algebras by forming 2− Ω. Given that the norm of Ω
is equal to 2 and Ω is symmetri, 2−Ω is positive semidenite so has
a symmetri (real) square root ∆. The relation ∆2 = Ω says preisely
that the rows of ∆ are vetors whih are all of length
√
2 and are either
orthogonal or at an angle of 120◦ to eah other. Sine 2 is atually an
eigenvalue of Ω, the rows of 2− Ω only span a subspae of dimension
n − 1. Up to this detail we are dealing with a root system. In fat
if any vertex of the graph is removed the resulting set of vetors will
indeed be a root system all of whose roots have the same length. Thus
we expet to see the ADE Coxeter-Dynkin diagrams. The details are
left as an exerise.
We would like to mention an amusing hek on all this stu. From
the point of view of SU(2), the reason the matrix has to have norm 2
is that tensoring a representation by the identity representation multi-
plies the dimension of the representation by 2 so that the vetor whose
entries are the dimensions of the irreps of the losed subgroup G of
SU(2) is an eigenvetor for Ω of eigenvalue 2. Conversely, if we take
the Perron-Frobenius eigenvetor for Ω and normalise it so that the
omponent orresponding to the trivial representation is 1, the other
entries must all be integers, indeed they must be the dimensions of the
irreps of G ! We illustrate with the Perron-Frobenius eigenvetor for
E˜8 below:
1 2 3 4 5 6
3
4 2
Note that the sum of the squares of the dimensions is 120. The
order of the group of rotational symmetries of the dodeahedron is
obviously 60. The fator of 2 is due to the double overing when
passing from SU(2) to SO(3).
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A urious question arises out of our MKay orrespondene. Why
did only the extended Coxeter-Dynkin diagrams arise? Are there nat-
urally arising strutures whose representations are the verties of an
ordinary ADE diagram and for whih the tensor produt rule an be
interpreted as above? If suh strutures exist is there a ontext in
whih they appear just as naturally as the MKay orrespondene?
The answer to these questions is provided by subfators as we shall
see.
A more obvious way to extend the MKay orrespondene is to do
the same thing for SU(3) and beyond. One will not of ourse obtain
the ADE diagrams but rather graphs of norm 3, 4 and so on. Moreover
the graphs will have to be direted. The reason for undireted graphs
for SU(2) and its subgroups is that the identity representation is self-
onjugate. If we had onsidered U(2) instead we would have had to use
direted graphs and would have found graphs with loops and direted
edges. As a very simple example for U(3) here is the direted graph
(of norm 3 of ourse) resulting from a opy of Z/5Z in U(3):
O
o o
X
O
3 Commuting transfer matries, the Yang-
Baxter equation
3.1 Generalities
In statistial mehanis systems are sometimes modelled by speifying
a set of states {σ} arising from a olletion of loally interating sites
plaed on some lattie. An energy is assigned to eah state aording
to the model. If just a nite subset X of the lattie,with N sites,
is onsidered, the number of states may be nite and the partition
7
funtion for X is
ZX =
∑
σ∈{states of X}
e
−E(σ)
kT
Some attention will have to be given to the boundary of X to properly
dene ZX . In general we will onsider an inreasing family of subsets
X whose union is the whole system.
For instane the simplest of all suh models is the Ising model where
the lattie is Z
n
and X is a produt of intervals, depited below for
instane when n = 2 and X is a 6× 6 square:
A state of the system is speied by assigning one of two spin
states ↑ and ↓ to eah site (=lattie point). The edges between the
lattie points orrespond to (nearest neighbour) interations and the
energy of a state σ is the sum:∑
edges between lattie points
E(σx, σy)
where in the sum x and y are the lattie points at eah end of the
edge, and E(i, j) (with i and j being ↑ or ↓) is the loal energy arising
from the interation along the edge.
The boundary onditions an be handled in many ways-one an
wrap approximating retangles on a torus reating periodi boundary
onditions. Or one an simply neglet the interations of the boundary
sites with neighbours outside X, (free boundary onditions), or one
may x all the spins along the boundary aording to some speied
pattern (xed boundary onditions). Sine most of the ontribution
to the partition funtion will not involve the boundary, the asymptoti
growth rate of the partition funtion should depend only on the whole
system. This rate is alled the free energy per site:
F = lim
N→∞
1
N
logZX
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This free energy may depend on several parameters. Certainly the
temperature is one of them, but there may be dierent horizontal and
vertial interations, an external eld and so on.
We will say a model is solved if F is expressed as an expliit
funtion of its parameters. Given the omplexity of the funtion that
may be involved in suh a solution, one may question the usefulness of
a solution as opposed to the dening limit. But there are many ases
in whih the expliit formula is simple enough to read o meaningful
results. There are also many other limits one might like to alulate
before saying the model is solved.
The most ompletely (non-trivial) solved model is the Ising model
in 2 dimensions. But we shall be more interested in another kind
of model alled a vertex model on a lattie, where the state of the
system is dened by assigning values (in some indexing set) to the
edges of the lattie. The ie-type model is a vertex model in whih
the indexing set has two elements (orresponding to the presene or
absene of some kind of bond between neighbouring moleules) whih
an be onveniently represented by arrows on the edges. Thus a state
of an approximating square in a 2-d ie-type model might be as below:
Fig. 3.1.1.
o o o o
o o o o
o o o o
o o o o
The energy of a state of a vertex model is the sum of energy ontri-
butions from eah vertex. If the state is given eah vertex is surrounded
by edges with indies on them so that the energy is speied by assign-
ing an energy to eah onguration of indies. In the ie-type model
there are 16 suh ongurations orresponding to the arrow ongura-
tions around a vertex.
The partition funtion is alulated using exponentiated energies.
The exponential of the energy is alled the Boltzmann weight so that
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we have Boltzmann weights
R(a, b|c, d)
assigned to eah loal index onguration as below:
o
a
c
b
d
The partition funtion for the retangular subregion X is then
ZX =
∑
states
∏
vertices
R(a, b|c, d)
Where onventions must be adopted for how the indies surround-
ing a vertex (in a given state) are to be used as indies in R(a, b|c, d),
and the boundary onditions must be speied.
Remark 3.1.2. In a large part of the literature what we all R below
is alled Rˇ and R = SRˇ with S as in setion 1.2. We use our notation
slightly relutantly but it seems that the more fundamental formalism
is the one where our R-matrix is present but S is not. And we do
have the justiation that R is the letter Baxter himself uses in [1℄. In
quantum group theory it is no doubt the other R that is more natural.
3.2 Transfer Matries
Transfer matries are a powerful method for translating the problem
of nding the partition funtion into a problem of linear algebra. The
basi idea is that the summation over indies in the partition funtion
beomes the summation over indies in matrix multipliation. For
instane if one had a one dimensional vertex model with Boltzmann
weights R(a, b) the partition funtion for a lattie with n sites as below
(illustrated with n = 5):
o o o o o
x ya1 a2 a3 a4
is readily seen to be the (x, y) entry of the matrix Rn. The boundary
onditions were xed to be x at the left and y at the right. If the
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boundary onditions were periodi the partition funtion would be
Trace(Rn).
One is interested in the asymptoti behaviour as the subsystem X
tends to the whole innite lattie and one an use linear algebra teh-
niques to understand the asymptoti behaviour of Rn (the behaviour
is in general governed by the largest eigenvalue. We leave the solution
of the one dimensional vertex model as an easy exerise.
To apply the transfer matrix method to a two dimensional lattie
we simply think of eah row of the lattie as being an atom in a one
dimensional lattie and onstrut its transfer matrix. The trouble is of
ourse that the the size of the transfer matrix will grow (exponentially)
with the size of the system. And the boundary onditions will have to
be handled in a more ompliated way. Let us rst impose periodi
horizontal boundary onditions. Then the transfer matrix for a 2-d
lattie built up from horizontal rows will be
T y1,y2,...ynx1,x2,...,xn =
∑
a1,a2,...,an
R(an, a1|x1, y1)R(a1, a2|x2, y2)....R(an−1, an|xn, yn).
as explained diagrmattially below:
Fig. 3.2.1.
o o o o o
a5 a1 a3 a4 a5
x 1 x2 x3 x4
x
5
y1 y2 y3 y4 y5
a2
Beause of the growing size of T , the problem of alulating its
largest eigenvalue beomes formidable and hopeless in general. One of
Baxter's great ideas was to look for models in whih the transfer matri-
es ommute with eah other for dierent values of their parameters.
Then they will have to have a ommon eigenvetor and one may try
to dedue enough about how the eigenvalue depends on the parameter
to determine it ompletely. This part of the Baxter program - atual
determination of the eigenvalues - has not been ompletely formalised,
but a great mahine has evolved for produing examples of models with
ommuting transfer matries. That mahine is QUANTUM GROUPS.
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3.3 The Yang-Baxter equation.
The diagram below illustrates what it means for the transfer matrix
with value λ (often alled the spetral parameter) to ommute with the
transfer matrix with value µ (periodi horizontal boundary onditions):
o o o o
o o o oo
o
µ
λ λ λ λ λ
µ µ µ µ
=
o o o o
o o o oo
o
µ µ µ µ µ
λ λ λ λ λ
Here we left out all indies, the onvention being that indies are
impliit on the boundary edges and summed over for eah internal
edge. And the value of the spetral parameter to be used for the R
matrix is indiated near to the orresponding vertex on the diagram.
If written out in full, the equations represented by the diagram
form a huge system of highly non-linear equations for the Boltzmann
weights. The Yang-Baxter equation (YBE) is a set of equations involv-
ing ony 3 verties whih implies that the transfer matries ommute.
With the same notational onventions as above the YBE asserts the
existene of a third value ρ of the spetral parameter (depending of
ourse on λ and µ) for whih we have the following equation:
ο
ο
ο ο
ο
ο
=
λ
µ
ρ ρ
µ
λ
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If we use R(λ) to denote the matrix of Boltzmann weights with
parameter λ then the YBE is, in the notation of 1.2:
3.3.1. R12(λ)R23(ρ)R12(µ) = R23(µ)R12(ρ)R23(λ).
The argument that the YBE implies ommuting transfer matries
is an elegant one whih is entirely diagrammati with our summation
onvention. We need to make the assumption that the matrix of Boltz-
mann weights for the third value ρ is invertible. This is preisely the
ondition that there is another R-matrix whih we will denote by the
parameter ρ−1 for whih:
o oρ ρ
=
−1
(whih of ourse implies the same thing with ρ and ρ−1 interhanged).
Note that it is rather important to assoiate the orret indies of
R(a, b|c, d) to the orret edges of the the diagram. How to do this
will be obvious from the following argument so we leave it to the reader.
Now take the piture representing one side of the equation for om-
muting transfer matries and insert the piture above for ρ ρ−1 to
obtain:
o o o o
o o o oo
o
µ µ µ µ µ
λ λ λ λ λ
o oρ
−1 ρ
This does not hange the partition funtion. Suessive applia-
tions of YBE move ρ lokwise around the piture, swapping a λ and
a µ eah time. After a few steps one obtains:
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o o o o
o o o oo
o
µ µ
λ
λ λ λ
µ µ µ
o o
λ
ρ−1 ρ
Eventually the ρ omes right round the irle and meets its inverse
with whih it anels and one obtains the other side of the ommuting
transfer matrix equation!!
3.4 First solution of the YBE
Apart from the most diult question of how to proeed one we have
ommuting transfer matries (whih we do not pursue here), the YBE
raises many questions. One might ask for instane if the ρ is uniquely
dened by λ and µ and if so what are the properties of the operation
(λ, µ) 7→ ρ. But most of all there is the question of existene- the YBE
is a system of oupled ubi equations with far more equations than
unknowns. Without any disussion at this point of how it was found,
we present the following R−matrix and laim it is a solution of YBE:
3.4.1. Rq(x) =
1
xq − x−1q−1


xq−1 − x−1q 0 0 0
0 x−1(q−1 − q) x− x−1 0
0 x− x−1 x(q−1 − q) 0
0 0 0 xq−1 − x−1q


The assiduous reader may hek diretly that (suppressing q-dependene)
R12(x)R23(xy)R12(y) = R23(y)R12(xy)R23(x)
but we will see easier ways to hek this later on. Note that the fator
1
x−1q−1 − xq is arbitrary but it yields the following pleasant properties:
(i) R1(x) = S (reall from 1.2 that S is the ip v ⊗ w 7→
w ⊗ v).
(ii) Rq(1) = −1.
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(iii) Rq(x)
−1 = Rq(x−1)
(iv) If we dene R to be limx→0Rq(x) then
R =


q2 0 0 0
0 q2 − 1 q 0
0 q 0 0
0 0 0 q2


satises the braid equation
R12R23R12 = R23R12R23.
Note that writing x = eλ and q = eθ onverts all the entries of the
matrix into hyperboli sines. This R-matrix is alled a trigonometri
solution of the YBE.
Sine the entries of the matrix are supposed to be Boltzmann
weights, to be of interest to statistial mehanis there must be values
of x and q for whih the entries of the matirx are all non-negative.
The global multiplying fator is neither here nor there so we see that
it sues to hoose x and q positive with x > x−1 and q−1 > q.
3.5 The Ie-type model and the Potts model.
Reall that a Boltzmann weight of 0 orresponds to innite energy-
i.e. a forbidden onguration. If we look at the positions of the zeros
of our R-matrix 3.4.1 and think of the rows and olumns as indexing
arrow ongurations as in 3.1.1 we see that the ongurations allowed
by the R-matrix are the following:
Exluding all but these partiular ongurations has something
to do with the partiular physial system under onguration. Lieb
solved the ie-type model, not by the method of ommuting transfer
matries but by the so-alled Bethe Ansatz. (For details on all this see
[1℄.)
The Potts model is not a vertex model. It is like the Ising model
in that individual spins are loated on the verties of the lattie and
a state of the system is speied by assigning a spin value from 1 to
Q to eah of the verties. The interations our along the edges of
the lattie so that the total energy of a state is∑
edges of the lattie
E(σ, σ′)
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where we have suppressed the approximating retangle and σ and σ′
denote the spin values at the ends of the partiular edge being summed
over. Thus the partition funtion is∑
states
∏
edges
w(σ, σ′)
where the Boltzmann weights are the exponentiated energies as usual.
Thus from a purely mathematial point of view the only data for the
lattie model is the Q×Q matrix w(σ, σ′) of Boltzmann weights. If the
edges of the lattie are not direted this must be a symmetri matrix
though the geometry of the lattie may allow, say, dierent Boltzmann
weights for vertial or horizontal interations.
The Potts model is dened by the property that the spin states
have no struture other than being dierent so that the Boltzmann
weight w(σ, σ′) depends only on whether σ = σ′ or not. If V = CQ
with usual basis vσ, then the transfer matrix whih reates a new row
with n spins of the lattie will be a linear map from ⊗nV to itself. To
organise the transfer matrix we introdue the maps p : V → V with
all matrix entries equal to
1√
Q
, and the map d : V ⊗ V → V ⊗ V with
d(vσ⊗vσ′) = δσ,σ′vσ⊗vσ. We then put E2i−1 = 1⊗1⊗ ...⊗p⊗1...⊗1
with the p in the ith. tensor position, and E2i =
√
Qdi(i+1) using the
notation of setion 1.2. Then it is an easy exerise to show that, for
the Potts model, the transfer matrix with free horizontal boundary
onditions is a multiple of
3.5.1.
n−1∏
i=1
(aE2i + 1)
n∏
i=1
(bE2i−1 + 1)
where a and b are determined by the horizontal and vertial Boltz-
mann weights respetively (note for instane that neessarily, up to a
onstant, w = Ap + 1 where w is the matrix given by the Boltzmann
weights).
You may be wondering about the bizarre normalisations we have
used in dening p and d and the strange indexing of the Ei's. The
reason is to get the niest possible algebra going. It should be heked
that the Ei satisfy the following relations:
3.5.2. E2i =
√
QEi
3.5.3. EiEi±1Ei = Ei
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3.5.4. EiEj = EjEi if |i− j| ≥ 2
These relations are known as the Temperley-Lieb relations and are
somewhat magial. It is fun to hek that P = E1E3E5...E2n−1 has
the property that
PxP = φ(x)P
where x is any word on the Ei's and φ(x) is a real valued funtion of x.
This means that if X is any element in the algebra generated by the
Ei's then PXP = φ(x)P for some linear funtional φ on that algebra.
Moreover in terms of our statistial mehanial model this funtional
φ gives preisely the partition funtion for free vertial boundary on-
ditions! Thus in priniple the partition funtion for a retangular
lattie with free boundary onditions is entirely determined by the
Temperley-Lieb relations.
So what? To answer this we return to our R-matrix 3.4.1 for the
ie-type model. Put
3.5.5. E =


0 0 0 0
0 q−1 1 0
0 1 q 0
0 0 0 0


Then two things are true. First, if we dene Ei on ⊗nC2 as Ei(i+1)
with the notation of 1.2, then the Temperley- Lieb relations hold, and
seond, Rq(x) is a linear ombination of E and the identity. It is
thus not surprising that, with the appropriate boundary onditions,
the partition funtion for the ie-type model is the same as that of the
Potts model with a (physially bizarre) hange of variables. In fat
this is only true if the horizontal and vertial interations of the Potts
model satisfy the relation a = b, known as ritiality for various
reasons. In [33℄, Temperley and Lieb showed the equivalene of the
ie-type model and the ritial Potts model on a square lattie using
the relations 3.5.23.5.3 and 3.5.4. This equivalene was subsequently
understood on a general planar graph (for the Potts model) and its
"medial graph" (for the ie-type model). For a beautiful treatment see
hapter 12 of [1℄.
3.6 How to remember the formula.
My personal way of reonstruting the formula 3.4.1 from simpler ones
involves the Heke algebra of type An. This is the algebra with gener-
ators g1, g2, ..., gn−1 and relations
(h1) g2i = (q − 1)gi + qid
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(h2) gigi+1gi = gi+1gigi+1
(h3) gigj = gjgi if |i− j| ≥ 2.
Here I am faithfully reproduing a onstant disagreement in the
literature over the meaning of q. In our Heke algebra relations we
are using q as in [5℄, whih is natural in its ontext as the number of
elements in a nite eld. The q in 3.4.1 is the square root of this q.
The relations h2 and h3 are the braid relations whih we have seen
as the limit of the YBE as the spetral parameter tends to innity. In
this Heke algebra ase we an reonstrut the YBE from the braid
relations as follows:
Step 1: Renormalize the gi's as Gi's so that relation h1 beomes
Gi +G
−1
i = k id
Step 2: Dene
Ri(x) = xGi + x
−1G−1i
.
Then it is an exerise to prove that, in the presene of the braid
relations the YBE is equivalent to
3.6.1. G1G
−1
2 G1 +G
−1
1 G2G
−1
1 = G2G
−1
1 G2 +G
−1
2 G1G
−1
2
It is immediate to show 3.6.1 from Gi+G
−1
i = k id. I do not know
of any other solutions to 3.6.1.
Of ourse this begs the question of how to get appropriate solutions
of the Heke algebra relations. One way is to obtain gi's from the
Temperley-Lieb Ei's by gi = qEi − 1 (whih q is this??) and this is
indeed how I put together 3.4.1. But there are other solutions as we
shall see.
4 Loal Hamiltonians
A quantum spin hain is a one dimensional array of spins. If the
Hilbert spae desribing an individual spin is C
2
, then a quantum spin
hain with n spins will be desribed by ⊗nC2. If T is a Hermitian 2×2
matrix dening an observable for a single spin, then that observable
for the kth. spin in the hain is (with T in the kth. slot):
Tk = 1⊗ 1⊗ ...⊗ T ⊗ 1⊗ ...⊗ 1.
If H is the Hamiltonian for the spin hain, the observables A evolve
aording to At = e
iHtAe−iHt. By writing down the orrelations be-
tween observables of spin k at (disretized) time t one sees a strong
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similarity with expeted values of spins in the Ising model whose x
oordinate is given by k and y oordinate by the time t, provided one
takes as Hamiltonian the logarithm of the transfer matrix (times
√−1).
This is generalised into a powerful equivalene between 2-dimensional
statistial mehanis and 1-dimensional quantum mehanis provided
time an be anaylytially ontinued to imaginary time.
This suggests that perhaps the transfer matries of statistial me-
hanial models an be used to reate Hamiltonians for quantum spin
hains. In order to satisfy loality onditions, a Hamiltonian should
be expressible as a sum of terms eah one only involving spins lose to
eah other on the lattie. The simplest would be a nearest neighbour
interation and if it is translation invariant it must be of the form∑
iHi(i+1) in the notation of 1.2 where H is some self-adjoint operator
on C
2 ⊗ C2. An ingenious way to do this is to take the logarithmi
derivative of the transfer matrix with respet to the spetral parameter
at some appropriate value of the spetral parameter. By the onditions
after 3.4.1 it is lear that the right value is x = 1.
Sine the transfer matrix is multilinear in the R matries used at
the verties we see that the derivate with respet to λ of
o o o oo
λ λ λ λ λ
is the sum over all ways of putting in one λ′ of
o o o oo
λ λ λ λ λ
,
where we have symbolially used λ′ to stand for the derivative of the R-
matrix with respet to λ. If we use 3.4.1, the sign of Rq(1) is irrelevant
so we see that the transfer matrix 3.2.1 is represented diagrammatially
by:
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whih is of ourse a rotation if it is represented in a ylinder.
So if we write T (x) for the transfer matrix using 3.4.1, a typial
term in the logartithmi derivative
T (1)−1
dT
dx
|x=1
an be seen by multiplying the diagrams as below with R′(0) being
the derivative of 3.4.1 with respet to x at x = 1:
R’(0)
On leaning up the piture we see that the logarithmi derivative
is the sum of all matries whose diagrams are as below, the rossings
ouring between the ith. and (i + 1)th. strings from the left, with
periodi boundary onditions so that the last term would involve a
rossing between the rst and last strings:
R’(0)
This sum of matries is learly a Hamiltonian with nearest neigh-
bour interations provided it is positive self-adjoint. This positive
ondition on the R-matrix may be quite dierent from the positivity
of the Boltzmann weights so R-matries whih do not work in the sta-
tistial mehanis world may work here. The moral is that if you nd
a solution to the Yang-Baxter equation that does not admit positive
Boltzmann weights, don't neessarily ondemn it to the trash as it
may give you a solvable quantum spin hain.
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I have made the arguments for ommuting transfer matrix and lo-
al Hamiltonian ompletely diagrammati so they will work in any
situation where the diagrams make sense as multilinear maps on their
inputs. For instane the arguments work just as well for the Potts
model and other models known as IRF models. Several people have
axiomatised the diagram alulus-see [26℄,[2℄. I have developed a spe-
i formalism, alled planar algebras whose speial features were
driven by subfators. Certainly the arguments for ommuting transfer
matries and loal Hamiltonians work in planar algebras.
We should not forget what we have ahieved with the loal Hamiltonian-
sine the transfer matries all ommute among themselves, they om-
mute also with the loal Hamiltonian so we are armed with a large
family of operators ommuting with the time evolution whih should
be extremely useful in diagonalising it. If, for physial reasons, one
wanted loal expressions for these onstants of the motion one ould
take higher logarithmi derivatives of the transfer matries with re-
spet to the spetral parameter.
In the partiular ase of our R-matrix 3.4.1 of we do the omputa-
tion we nd the loal Hamiltonian
n∑
i=1
Hi(i+1)
where the indies are taken mod n and, up to addition of some onstant
matrix whih only hanges the whole Hamiltonian by addition of a
onstant,
Hi(i+1) =


q−1 + q 0 0 0
0 −(q−1 − q) 2 0
0 2 q−1 − q 0
0 0 0 q−1 + q


whih may mean more to physiists written in terms of the Pauli spin
matries:
Hi(i+1) = σx⊗σx+σy⊗σy+
1
2
(
(q+q−1)(id+σz⊗σz)+(q−q−1)(σz⊗id−id⊗σz)
)
The presene of the term multiplied by q−q−1 is the only dierene
between this and what is known as the XXZ Hamiltonian. But in
fat as Barry MCoy pointed out to me these terms anel when one
performs the sum over i. So the XXZ Hamiltonian admits a large
family of expliit matries that ommute with it.
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4.1 Spin Models
As we have mentioned, quantum groups gave a mahine for reat-
ing large families of solutions of the Yang-Baxter equation and hene
statistial mehanial models with ommuting transfer matries, and
quantum spin hains with many ommuting Hamiltonians. But the R-
matrix oming from a quantum group is that of a vertex model. I have
long wondered if there is any suh mahine that would produe what
I all spin models, that is to say generaisations of the Potts model
with an arbitrary (symmetri) matrix of Boltzmann weights. There
does not seem to be suh a mahine. Searhes for suh models have
been very ombinatorial and though they have led to some insights in
ombinatoris (see [3℄) there have been few new statistial mehanial
models. The one spetaular new spin model was disovered by Jaeger
in [18℄. He only gives the knot theoreti solution of the Yang-Baxter
equation but it an be easily Baxterised as in [23℄ to give a solvable
model.
The idea that led to the Jaeger model was to look for models whose
matrix w(σ, σ′) of Boltzmann weights was the next simplest after the
Potts model. In the Potts model this matrix only has two dierent
entries, one on the diagonal and one o. The rst generalisation of this
would be to matries with three distint entries-one on the diagonal
and two others, say x and y. One may then onstrut a graph whose
verties are the indies of the matrix entries (i.e. the spin states per
site) with an edge onneting σ and σ′ if w(σ, σ′) = x. This puts one in
the world of assoiation shemes and their Bose graphs. By applying
this kind of idea Jaeger found two remarkable things:
(a) That there is a solvable model as above for whih the underlying
graph is the Higman-Sims graph on 100 verties! (The automorphism
group of this graph is the Higman-Sims group, one of the rst sporadi
nite simple groups.)
(b)Together with a ouple of simple examples, the Higman Sims
graph is the only known graph that an work.
At this stage no-one has gone on to solve the Jaeger model. There
is a Temperley-Lieb like duality with a quantum group R-matrix so
that the bulk free energy is not too interesting, but the orrelation
funtions must support representations of the Higman-Sims group.
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5 Subfators.
5.1 Fators
For a omplete hange of pae we treat a topi in analysis. Von Neu-
mann algebras are self-adjoint algebras of bounded linear operators on
Hilbert spae whih ontain the identity operator and are losed under
the topology of pointwise onvergene on the Hilbert spae. Fators
are von Neumann algebras with trivial entre. We do not want to go
into the details more than that but we an suggest the notes from a
ourse given by the author, aessible from his home page, for anyone
who wants to know more. Thus a subfator is a pair N ⊆M of fators.
To avoid tehnial diulties we will only talk about the ase of type
II1 fators whih are those whih are innite dimensional but have a
trae tr whih is a linear funtional satisfying
tr(ab) = tr(ba)
and an be normalised so that tr(1) = 1, in whih ase
tr(x∗x) > 0 for x 6= 0.
5.2 Index
There is a notion of index for a subfator, written [M : N ]. If [M :
N ] < 4 it was shown in [22℄ that it must be one of the numbers
4 cos2 pi/n for n = 3, 4, 5, .... The key ingredient in the proof of this
result was the onstrution of a tower of fators from the original pair
and ertain operators satisfying the Temperley-Lieb relations! To be
preise one an onstrut an orthogonal projetion eN from M to N
dened by the formula
tr(xeN (y)) = tr(xy)
and then show that if [M : N ] < ∞, the algebra < M, eN > of linear
operators onM generated byM (ating by left multipliation) and eN
is again a II1 fator and [< M, eN >: M ] = [M : N ]. This onstruts
the beginning of the tower:
N ⊆M ⊆M1 =< M, eN > .
To ontinue just repeat the onstrution to obtainMi+1 =< Mi, eMi−1 >.
If we write ei = eMi for short and renormalise by Ei =
√
[M : N ] ei
then relations 3.5.2,3.5.3 and 3.5.4 all hold. Moreover there is *-
struture for whih E∗i = Ei and the trae has to satisfy
tr(x∗x) > 0 for x 6= 0.
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A areful examination of this property of the trae on the algebra
generated by the Ei's proves the result about the quantized index
values-see [13℄.
To see a more ompelling similarity with the previous setions, note
that the tower Mi an also be onstruted as
Mi =M ⊗N M ⊗N M ⊗N ...⊗N M
with i+1 opies of M in the tensor produt. (For anyone who has not
seen the tensor produt over non-ommutative algebras, M ⊗N M is
the quotient of the vetor spae tensor produtM⊗M by the subspae
spanned by {xn ⊗ y − x ⊗ ny|x, y ∈ M and n ∈ N}.) The Ei's an
then be onstruted with the same asymmetry between odd and even
i as in the Potts model. Thus
E1(x⊗ y ⊗ z...) =
√
[M : N ]eN (x)⊗ y ⊗ z...
E2(x⊗ y ⊗ z...) =
∑
i
xyλi ⊗ λ∗i ⊗ z...
and so on, where λi is any orthonormal basis for M over N , i.e.∑
i λieNλ
∗
i = 1 in < M, eN >. The existene of the λi is an easy
onsequene of the original work of Murray and von Neumann-see [29℄.
It is easy to show that the Ei's ating on Mi = M ⊗N M ⊗N M ⊗N
...⊗N M satisfy the TL relations 3.5.2,3.5.3 and 3.5.4.
In their rst paper on subfators, Pimsner and Popa disovered
preisely the representation of the TL relations given by 3.5.5! Not long
afterwards D. Evans notied the onnetion with statistial mehanial
models.
5.3 A speulation on fusion/entanglement/interation.
I never fail to be struk by the relationship between the tensor prod-
ut M ⊗N M and two interating spins on the spin hain. Connes
had earlier introdued the notion of a orrespondene between von
Neumann algebras M1 and M2 whih is a Hilbert spae M1 −M2 bi-
module and had dened a surprisingly subtle notion of tensor produt
of bimodules-see [8℄ and [31℄. Perhaps the kinematis for a system of
two interating quantum systems with Hilbert spaes H1 and H2 with
some ommon observables given by a von Neumann algebra M is the
Connes tensor produt H1 ⊗M H2?
If two quantum systems desribed by Hilbert spaes H1 and H2
were so entangled that an an observable x on one were equivalent to
an observable y on the other then if ξ ∈ H1 and η ∈ H2 are vetors
dening states, there should be no dierene between xξ⊗η and ξ⊗yη.
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If moreover the identiation of the x's with the y's were implemented
by an antiisomorphism φ : M → φ(M) from some von Neumann
algbebra M on H2 to a von Neumann algebra on H1 we would have
a right ation of M on H1 and there would be no dierene between
ξx ⊗ η and ξ ⊗ xη. We would be fored to take the Connes tensor
produt H1 ⊗H2.
The behaviour of the Connes tensor produt is very rih and on-
tains the theory of subfators. Thus one ould aount for physiists'
assertions that the Hilbert spae whih desribes several Chern Simons
partiles is not the tensor produt but a more ompliated struture.
Thus this notion of fusion might be relevant for the systems proposed
by Freedman et al. in [16℄ in onnetion with quantum omputing.
The approah of Wassermann in [34℄ to the fusion of loop group rep-
resentations ts exatly into our framework and produes the right
fusion algebra.
Note that this notion of fused systems is muh stronger than the
usual notion of entanglement where individual states of a ombined
system may be more or less entangled.
The Hilbert spaes of the Andrews-Baxter-Forester and other IRF
models for n sites on a lattie furnish another example. The natural
basis for these Hilbert spaes is a basis of paths and their dimensions
are not simply powers of a given integer. This ould be explained if
one supposes that proximity on the lattie auses a large algebra of
observables for one partile to be identied with observables for its
neighbour.
The Connes tensor produt is easy to desribe in nite dimensinos.
If the algebraM is the n×nmatries and it ats (unitally) on the right
on a nite dimensional vetor spae V , V may be identied tiwh the
p×n matries for some p, the right ation being matrix multipliation.
Similarly a leftM -module struture onW means thatW is isomorphi
to the n× q matries for some q. The tensor produt V ⊗M W is then
the p× q matries. Diret sums behave in the obvious way so this is a
omplete desription of the nite dimensional situation.
A physial setup realising these kinematis would have some sur-
prising properties.
First of all the map ξ ⊗ η 7→ η ⊗ ξ does not pass to the Connes
tensor produt so fermioni or bosoni statistis would not make sense.
It is known however that in many examples of systems of bimodules
there is a unitary braiding whih ould be interpreted as playing the
role of an exhange of partiles.
Seondly, the only observables for H1 that pass to the Connes ten-
sor produt are those whih ommute with the fusing algebra M . In
partiular if the fusing algebra is non-ommutative the only fusing ob-
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servables that remain observable on the ombined system are those in
the entre of M .
Thirdly, if two sysems are so entangled that every observable of one
were equivalent to an observable for the other then the Hilbert spae
for the fused system would ollapse to a one-dimensional one. This is
reminisent of the Pauli exlusion priniple.
5.4 Prinipal graphs.
In the subfator ontext it is natural to ask about the algebra gener-
ated by the Ei's as above whih atually has a von Neumann algebra
struture. The algebra generated by the rst n Ei's is nite dimen-
sional and naturally inluded in the next one. A very visual way to
desribe inlusions of suh nite dimensional algebras is by a Bratteli
diagram ([6℄ whih reords the ranks of the minimal projetions of
the smaller algebra in the simple omponents of the bigger one. The
tower of algebras of the Ei's as above has the Bratteli diagram below
(for index ≥ 4).
1
1
1 1
2 1
2 3 1
5 4 1
5 9 5 1
1
1
2
5
14
42
132
The numbers on the diagram are the sizes of the matrix algebras
whih are the simple omponents, and the numbers to the right are the
dimensions of the whole Temperley-Lieb algebra- the Catalan numbers
1
n+1
(
2n
n
)
.
A provoative onnetion ours here between this and setion 1.2.
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For if we write Fi = 1 + Si(i+1) then these Fi satisfy the relations
3.5.2,3.5.3 and 3.5.4 for Q = 4. So that the algebra generated by the
Fi should have (and indeed has for index ≥ 4) , the same Bratteli
diagram as 5.4! Thus the deomposition of the tensor powers of the 2-
dimensional representation of SU(2) are also desribed by 5.4. We see
that in fat 5.4 is redundant in the sense that its essential information
is the graph A∞ of 1.1. The numbers on the Bratteli diagram are
just the number of loops on the graph A∞ starting and ending at the
leftmost vertex. These loops form a basis of the algebra that gives the
Bratteli diagram.
But there is a lot more nite dimensional algebra inside the tower
Mi. In fat the entralisers N
′ ∩Mi = {x ∈ Mi|xn = nx ∀n ∈ N}
are all nite dimensional and obviously eah one is inluded in the
next. So they also have a Bratteli diagram whih an be shown to
have the same struture as that for the E′is - there is a graph Γ with
a privileged vertex *, suh that the algebra N ′ ∩Mi is given by loops
on Γ based at *. The graph Γ is alled the prinipal graph. There is
a duality between N ⊆ M and M ⊆ M1 and the prinipal graph of
M ⊆M1 is alled the dual prinipal graph.
There are subfators for whih the prinipal and dual prinipal
graphs are both A∞. More interestingly perhaps the subfators in
[22℄ whih give the index values 4 cos2 pi/n have prinipal graphs An−1
(with one of the end points being * ). We will return to this when we
disuss nite quantum subgroups of SU(n).
For another example hoose an outer ation of a nite group G on
a II1 fator M and let N = M
G
, the subfator of xed points under
the ation of G. Then the prinipal and dual prinipal graphs Γ and Γˇ
ofMG ⊆M are as follows: Γ has a vertex * and a vertex for eah irrep
of G, with as many edges between * and the irrep as the dimension
of the irrep, and no other edges. Γˇ has a vertex * and one vertex for
eah element of G with an edge between * and eah element of G, and
no other edges. Thus for the symmetri group S3 the graphs are as
below:
* *
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6 Braid group representations.
The braid group Bn is the nitely presented group with presentation
< σ1, σ2, ..., σn−1|σiσi+1σi = σi+1σiσi+1 for i = 1, 2, ..,n − 2,
and σiσj = σjσi for |i− j| ≥ 2 >
If one puts λ = µ = ρ in the Yang Baxter equation 3.3.1 it is
lear that one obtains a braid group representation by sending σi to
Ri(i+1)(λ) on ⊗nV where R(λ) ats on V ⊗V , provided R(λ) is invert-
ible. This was rst done in [24℄ for the matrix of 3.4.1. The resulting
braid group representation is of onsiderable interest. It may well be
faithful for generi q. This method of obtaining braid group repre-
sentations was applied universally after the development of quantum
groups. It was shown by Krammer and Bigelow ([20℄,[4℄) that ertain
of the ensuing nite dimensional representations of the braid group are
indeed faithful.
The main reason for the interest in the braid group is that it has
geometri interpretations. First, aording to its name, it is the group
of all braids on n strings. A braid is a way of tying n points on a
bar at the top to n points on a bar at the bottom, by strings whose
tangent vetor always has a non-zero vertial omponent. Thus the
gure below represents a braid on 3 strings.
Alternatively, braids an be thought of as motions of n points in
the plane. The position at any time t of the n points being determined
by the intersetion of a horizontal plane with y o-ordinate equal to t
with the strings of the braid. In this way Bn = pi1((C
n \∆)/Sn) where
∆ is the set of n-tuples (z1, z2, ..., zn) with zi = zj for some pair i 6= k
and the symmetri group Sn ats in the obvious way.
Knots and links an be formed from braids by tying the tops of the
strings to the bottom. The gure-eight knot is obtained by doing this
to the braid drawn above. It was realised in [24℄ that the trae oming
from the subfator origin of the braid group representation furnished
an invariant of knots and links.
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From the physis point of view the most interesting property of
these representations is their unitarity. This is a diult topi in
general for the representations are not unitary for real positive values of
q, even though there is a natural Hilbert spae struture on the vetor
spaes on whih they at. Fortunately this Hilbert spae struture
persists enough to supply, for xed n, a small interval of q values
(ontaining 1) on the irle for whih the representation is unitary on
the Hilbert spae ⊗nV though the Hilbert spae struture will fail if n
is inreased indenitely and q is left xed. For q a root of unity of the
form e
2pii
p
there are other statistial mehanial models with Hilbert
spaes for whih the braid group representations are unitary for all
n and xed q. These are also the values of q for whih subfators of
nite depth our - see Wenzl - [35℄ and Xu -[37℄. Subfators an be
onstruted for positive real values of q as well. They are of innite
depth and have been analyzed by Sawin in [32℄.
7 Detetive work
Hopefully the reader has been struk by ommon threads, notational
and otherwise, onneting all the previous setions. They suggest a
grand struture in whih the formulae we have ome up with are a
small but signiant part. We are not onvined that the last word
has been said on this grand struture but for the ase of the vertex
models the notion of quantum group does the trik with great elegane
and power.
Beginning with the deomposition of the tensor powers of the rep-
resentations of SU(2) we have presented operators that deform the
permutation operators Si(i+1) of 1.2, the most general of whih was
the R-matrix 3.4.1. We have only hinted that the theory goes beyond
SU(2) but in fat Cherednik gave R-matries that deform the repre-
sentation of the symmetri group on the tensor powers of C
k
for k ≥ 2
and Wenzl independently disovered the same objets in the subfa-
tor/braid group ontext in [36℄. Thus it was natural to hope for an
objet that would deform SU(k) in a way that Shur-Weyl duality
would be preserved and the ommutant of this objet would be gen-
erated by the R-matries. This was done by Jimbo and Drinfeld who
were greatly inspired also by a vision of this proedure as a quanti-
sation of the theory of integrable systems in Hamiltonian mehanis.
See [10℄,[17℄ and [12℄.
There are many aounts of this work and we do not want to dwell
on it as we are really interested here in ases where the quantum group
formalism does not apply easily but whih arise naturally in the sub-
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fator world. Sue it to say that the nal result is the onstrution of
R-matrix solutions (depending in various ways on the spetral param-
eter) for all (nite dimensional)simple Lie algebras and all represen-
tations thereof. In the statistial mehanis formalism the horizontal
and vertial diretions on the lattie may orrespond to dierent rep-
resentations of the Lie algebra. And there are extensions to ane Lie
algebras.
Appropriate R-matries an be evaluated at speial values of the
parameters so that they give braid group representations and all suh
representations are known to give link invariants where a representa-
tion of the Lie algebra an be assigned independently to eah ompo-
nent of the link. The invariants are always polynomials in the quantum
deformation parameter q. See [30℄. The link invariants are powerful
but many elementary questions remain unanswered. Perhaps the most
galling of these is the question of whether the simplest of the invariants,
orresponding to the Lie algebra sl(2) and its 2-dimensional represen-
tation, detets knottedness, i.e. is there a non-trivial knot for whih
this polynomial is the same as for the unknot? The answer is known
for links (see [11℄) and all knots up to 17 rossings have been heked.
Kohno showed in [19℄ that the braid group representations oming
from quantum groups ould be obtained using only the data of the
lassial Yang-Baxter equation (as formulated by Drinfeld) whih
ould be used to dene a at onnetion on onguration spae (Cn \
∆)/Sn.
8 The Haagerup and Haagerup-Asaeda
subfators.
In the light of the huge suess of quantum groups and onnetions
with onformal eld theory and σ-models whih we have not men-
tioned here, one is entitled to ask if all interesting theories are some-
how obtainable from Lie groups and geometry. This is an important
question, partiularly for subfators whose utility would be brought
into question if one ould obtain all examples from strutures outside
subfator theory. In this setion and the next we oer two examples of
how subfators an produe examples independently of any geometri
input, the rst pioneered by Haagerup and the seond by Oneanu.
Haagerup asked the question: what is the (irreduible) subfator
of smallest index greater than 4 that ours for a II1 fator? In fat
Popa has shown that any index value greater than 4 ours but those
examples have A∞ as prinipal graph. So Haagerup's real question
was to nd the smallest index subfator with prinipal graph dierent
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from A∞. This he solved in spetaular fashion. He rst showed in
[14℄ that the smallest index value is
5+
√
13
2 and identied the prinipal
graph and dual prinipal graph as being one of the two below (whih
are dual to eah other):
* *o    o      o                              o     o         o       o      o
o
o
o
o
o o
Then in [15℄ Haagerup and Asaeda showed that there is indeed a
subfator of the hypernite II1 fator whih has these graphs as dual
prinipal graphs. They further showed that the next possible index
value is
5+
√
17
2 , onstruted the subfator and alulated the prinipal
graphs.
The tehniques for eliminating other graphs and onstruting the
examples were highly alulatory, relying on Oneanu's theory of on-
netions. It is a major hallenge in the theory to ome up with an
interpretation of these subfators subfators as members of a family
related to some other mathematial objets. Izumi in [21℄ made some
good progress in this diretion. In [25℄ we have taken a diagrammati
approah and alulated ertain parameters that show that the sub-
fators of indies
5+
√
13
2 and
5+
√
17
2 are of a very dierent kind.
9 Finite quantum subgroups of Lie groups.
Subfators of index less than 4 have prinipal graphs equal to one of
the A,D or E Coxeter-Dynkin diagrams. (Oneanu showed that in
fat only the diagrams D2n and E6 and E8 an atually our- and
he onstruted subfators for eah of these diagrams.) We saw in the
rst setion how the extended Coxeter-Dynkin diagrams are onneted
with nite subgroups of SU(2). There is also a subfator onneted
with a nite subgroup of SU(2) as follows: Construt a II1 fator
R as ⊗∞M2(C) (ompleted using the normalised trae to get a von
Neumann algebra). The subfator R0 is the subalgebra of all elements
of R of the form id ⊗ x where id is the 2 × 2 identity matrix. The
group SU(2) ats on R by the innite tensor produt of its ation on
M2(C) by onjugation. This ation preserves the subfator R0. So
for any subgroup G of SU(2) one may form the subfator N ⊆ M of
xed points for G: N = RG0 and M = R
G
. The prinipal graph for
N ⊆M is then the extended Coxeter-Dynkin graph for the subgroup!
The index is [M : N ] = 4.
This suggests that one should be able to interpret the verties of the
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prinipal graph as representations of something and the edges as indu-
tion/restrition. This is indeed possible and is inevitable in Connes'
piture where bimodules over a II1 fator replae representations of
a group. The verties of the prinipal graph are a ertain family of
N −N bimodules and N −M bimodules and the edges ount indu-
tion/restrition multipliities. This point of view was rst pointed out
by Oneanu.
Putting together the index < 4 and index 4 ases above we see that
it is natural to think of the index < 4 subfators as being some kind
of quantum version of subgroups of SU(2) whose representation the-
ory is a trunation of the representation theory of the orresponding
genuine subgroup of SU(2).
Cappelli, Itzykson and Zuber in [7℄ also ran into the A − D − E
Coxeter-Dynkin diagrams in their attempt to understand modular in-
variants in onformal eld theory. In extending that work DiFraneso
and Zuber in [9℄ looked for trunations of the representation theory
graphs of subgroups of SU(3) that ould give modular invariants. Zu-
ber presented a list of suh graphs satisfying ertain riteria and onje-
tured that it was omplete. Oneanu used the subfator point of view
to exhibit the omplete list for SU(3) and beyond, with slight hanges
in the requirements for a graph to be on the list. Unfortunately the sit-
uation is a little too nie for SU(2) beause all its representations are
equivalent to their onjugates. To do justie to the subfator point of
view would require a detour beyond the prinipal graphs so we simply
refer to Oneanu's paper [28℄ for those interested in this topi.
10 The diret relevane of subfators to
physis.
The onnetion between subfators and physis that we have outlined
above has been somewhat indiret, passing from ertain elements in
entraliser towers to quantum spin hains and/or statistial mehan-
ial models. However probably von Neumann's main motivation for
studying his algebras was beause of their relevane to the quantum
mehanial formalism. So one might hope for a more diret onnetion
between subfators and quantum physis. This does exist and is asso-
iated with many names. It goes bak to the pioneering work of Haag
and Kastler who sought to develop a non-perturbative framework for
quantum eld theory by taking as basi ingredients the algebras of
observables loalised in various regions of spae-time.
I feel unable to give a satisfatory aount of this theory and it is
to be hoped that a book on it will appear in the near future. I will just
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say the following-a subfator naturally appears by looking at the von
Neumann algebras assoiated to ertain regions of spae-time. If two
regions of spae time are suh that no light ray an onnet them (they
are not ausally onneted), then their von Neumann algebras of loal
observables should ommute. These von Neumann algebras are known
to be fators (of type III) so one may obtain a subfator by taking N
to be the algebra of observables loalised in a region and M to be the
ommutant of all observables loalised in the ausal omplement of
that region.
Using this and other motivations, Wassermann and I looked for
subfators in the theory of loop group representations. A unitary (pro-
jetive) representation of the group LSU(2) of smooth funtions from
the irle to SU(2) an be thought of as a one-dimensional quantum
eld theory whose urrents are given by funtions from the irle into
the Lie algebra su(2) and whose algebra of observables loalised in an
interval I of the irle is the von Neumann algebra generated by the
normal subgroup LISU(2) of loops supported in that interval. In this
way we were led to the subfator (where Ic is the interval omplemen-
tary to I on the irle)
LISU(2)
′′ ⊆ LIcSU(2)′.
Wassermann subsequently showed in [34℄ that the set of indies of
subfators so obtained does indeed ontain the set {4 cos2 pi/n} and
extended this work to SU(n), the dieomorphism group of the irle,
and beyond.
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